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The Government should be ashamed at the treatment being meted out to India by the US.
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It is clear that Headley is a mass murderer & is being protected & shielded by the Obama
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Administration. Leave alone being extradited, now Attorney-General Eric Holder tells us
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that that our security agencies will have no direct access to Headley at all. This is very
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clear from the statements of Timothy J. Roemer (US Ambassador) who stated that “no
decision on direct access for India to David Headley has been made.” Though now due to
the anger of the Indian people, certain statements of granting access to Headley are being
made. Not that interrogating Headley, while he remains ion US custody will help our
cause.
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Recent revelations confirm the fact that David Coleman Headley is a CIA-FBI
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operative whose task was to organize & expedite the Mumbai 26/11 terror attacks. Thus
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the role of the CIA, FBI & Mossad in fomenting & planning the Mumbai 26/11 terror
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attacks are proved beyond doubt & need to be investigated by the patriotic elements
within the security apparatus & the media. Only the naive & corrupt can continue to deny
this fact, more so to the detriment of our national sovereignty & security.
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David Headley is a CIA asset & they have invested a lot of their precious resources in
training him & therefore they are going to atrocious levels to protect him. The CIA always
does. Thus under the cover of the American Judicial system, Headley will disappear into
the prisons, soon acquire a new identity, new papers & documents, passports & Visas,
Credit Cards & Bank Accounts . . . a new identity & will resurface, doing what he is best at,
a terrorist-drug dealer-mercenary.
Undoubtedly, the CIA-FBI, which are the world’s leading mercenary agencies, whose forte
is too engineer assassinations, terror & wars, has infiltrated sections of the Indian political
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leadership & our internal security, as it has the Pakistani ISI, Military & Political
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day, as it keeps on increasing the tensions between India & Pakistan as well as China. It is
an old imperial ploy of divide & rule along religious & sectarian lines as well as between
nations.
The terror attack Mumbai 26/11, was directed at all of South Asia & this point must be
understood by all those who are committed to the cause of South Asia.
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The 26/11 terror attack has only aided the US/Israeli effort to create an atmosphere
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conducive to increasing its pervasive & corrupting influence in determining both our
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Thus now the US intervention & occupation of the South Asian region is deepening by the

National & International policies. Very true indeed!!
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Now the newspapers are clearly raising the issue of Headley being a CIA-FBI operative, a
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fact that we had stated initially as soon as the story appeared. The reports also state that
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the CIA was aware about the Headley-Rana linkage! Indian authorities had suspected that
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Headley was a CIA agent. There are taped conversations between Headley & Rana.
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Moreover, the simple fact of the matter is that Headley is involved in the terror attack &
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should be immediately extradited to the Indian authorities for interrogation & should be
tried & sentenced like Kasab (who is a mere foot-soldier & his trial is a contrived circus,
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despite all the media attention)
In the news report that appeared in the Indian Express (pg 5, 10/12/09), the hotel owner
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is openly blaming the police for having 'misplaced' Headley's 'C-form' & has filed a
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complaint on the matter. The hotel owner in his complaint to the Ajmer Superintendent of
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Police, has stated that he had also submitted the C-forms of two other Israelis along with
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that of Headley.
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So why was Headley arrested by the FBI? The answer to that is that Indian Intel was hard
on the heels of Headley & were about to arrest him. It was then that the FBI whisked away
Headley to protect him. Now that he has been subjected to the laws of the US judicial
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system, he is beyond our reach. Leave alone a trial for Headley's central role in the 26/11
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attacks, we do not even have the right to interrogate him.
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In fact it is suspected that, it was Headley who was the CIA mole in the LeT, who was
Name:

passing out information on the coming 26/11 terror attack. This was partly shared by the
CIA with the Indian authorities & had specifically mentioned the Taj & that the attack
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would come by sea.
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There are two significant points to note:
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1) How much information did the CIA actually divulge to India - very very meagre it is
clear.
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2) More intriguingly with the Pakistani authorities & it's friends in the ISI & the Military
with which the CIA has a very deep & intimate relationship, stretching over 6 decades - it
supposedly shared none !!!
Any moron is full aware that a 26/11 style attack could lead to a war, in fact a nuclear war
between India & Pakistan, then why did not the CIA warn it's friends on either side & thus
prevent the attack ??
For the simple reason that it is in the strategic interests of the US & Israel to create a
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warlike situation across South Asia. The larger objective is for India to mobilise & deploy
it's military into the war theatre in Afghanistan if required & later in the coming war on
Iran, which is imminent. The tensions & warmongering has now fuelled an arms race &
both the countries are amongst the top buyers of weapons, required to protect their
half-starving masses.
Also do note that during the phase of the worst series of terror attacks between 2006-08,
Headley was present in that period & was flying into India mainly from Pakistan. Yet our
authorities did not once suspect or interrogate him?? Unfortunately the Indian People are
not that naive. This clearly means that there are certain forces within the country that are
allied to the US & Israel & working in tandem to foment terror attacks.
Do especially note the period between August 2007 & September 2008 as this was during
which we passed through the worst national crisis over the Indo-US Nuclear Deal. The
attacks coincide with Headleys' presence in India (Josy Joseph, 17/11/09, DNA ). The
terror attacks in Hyderabad II (25/8/07), Bangalore (25/7/08), Ahmedabad & Surat
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(26/7/08) & Delhi (13/9/08). All these blasts made it easier for the pro-US elements to
take the country into the American-Israeli strategic orbit in the name of fighting the
global war on terror.
Again even the blasts that Shri Hemant Karkare has traced to the Abhinav Bharat, find a
relation to Headley's footprints. Thus he is present during Malegaon (8/9/06), Samjhauta
Express (19/2/07), Mecca Masjid, Hyderabad I (18/5/07).
Thus clearly Headley was also co-ordinating his attacks with the Abhinav Bharat &
Sanatan Sanstha as well as with the Indian Mujahedeen (which is a creation of Intel
services comprising criminals & informers from within the Muslim community).
We thus can infer the following from the latest revelation:
1) David Headley's trail as he traveled across the country to & identify the sites for terror
attacks was & is being covered up by the police on the instructions of the pro-CIA/Mossad
sections of the Intelligence Bureau.
2) This was the similar case in the city of Mumbai, where Headley's membership form at
the 'Moksh Gymnasium' had both his photograph & signature 'missing'. The flat which he
rented on Bridge Candy has no agreement papers & so is the case with his office in
Tardeo.
3) The fact that the hotel owner also submitted two forms of Israeli's on that day, also
could mean that Headley was also being guided by Mossad agents to identify Jewish
targets, which they finally did & thus Nariman House.
4) Headley's very entry into the country has been managed with the connivance of the
authorities at the highest levels. And thus even though Headley was a drug dealer having
faced a jail sentence, Pakistani born, could still manage to get a clearance. Also do note
that he was travelling directly via Pakistan into India. The clearance of his Visa from the
Indian Consulate in Chicago actually requires criminal proceedings against the Indian
Consul general, the Indian Ambassador & the Minister & the concerned officers in the
Home Ministry in Delhi. That was the reason that the authorities panicked & said that
Headley's papers at the Chicago Consulate had gone missing. They later found them. With
changed signatures, we guess!
5) It is clear that after working for the US Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA), Headley was
later was recruited & trained by the CIA-FBI.
6) The CIA-FBI then used Headley in their plan to execute the 26/11 attack in Mumbai.
Headley's task was to travel across the country, identify the targets & provide information
to his CIA-FBI handlers. It was the CIA-FBI who then passed the information onto their
ISI / LeT contacts in Pakistan.
7) Headley's role was also to draw in his LeT contacts to plan the 26/11 terror attacks.
8) The IB, that has been colluding with the CIA-FBI, instructed it's plants within the
police force to cover Headley's trail, which they dutifully performed as is the case both in
Mumbai & in Pushkar.
Thus as our inference on the Headley matter is the following:
a) It proves the fact that David Headley was a CIA-FBI agent sent to India to assist in the
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preparation & implementation of the Mumbai 26/11 terror attacks.
b) The US intelligence, led by the CIA-FBI & the Israeli MOSSAD played a central role in
co-ordinating the attack & America is complicit in the planning, financing & execution of
the Mumbai 26/11 terror attacks.
c) The CIA-FBI used their LeT / ISI agents in Pakistan to implement the same
d) Similarly the CIA-FBI along with certain elements within the Intelligence-Security
apparatus & organizations within India were instrumental in fomenting the terror attack.
Undoubtedly the larger strategic objectives of the Imperial gameplan are being achieved,
out of which one was to establish the CIA-FBI & Mossad as our allies & thus penetrate &
undermine our external & internal security structures.
Just imagine, the CIA-FBI & Mossad are the sword arms of the Imperial project & not a
whimper of protest from the secular-liberals or from the anti-Imperialist Left. Even the
Obama Af-Pak surge has been barely opposed even though it deepens the US occupation
of the South Asian region.
This only goes to prove as to how successful the Imperial strategy has been in creating an
atmosphere for US meddling & intervention across South Asia & in neutralising the Left,
Bahujans & the Muslim community by systematically promoting Islamophobia by
deploying the weapon of terror.
But the Indian masses are far smarter & both the issues of the planned assassination of
Shaheed Hemant Karakare & the Headley episode, have helped the People arrive at their
own independent conclusions despite the disinformation campaigns unleashed by the
pro-US/israeli elements within the Indian Government & the Corporate Media.
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